ABSTRACT To realize the self-localization of autonomous robots, methods for the 2D motion measurement of robots are required. In this research, a self-localization system using a CCD camera is proposed. In the proposed system, the self-localization is estimated by movement tracking using some keypoints detected from the floor images captured by the CCD camera. For the illumination of floor image, two LED illuminate are used. These lighting systems are installed in such a way that lit from both sides of the floor and parallel to the floor so that some minimal bumps or original veins are captured from the floor. An accelerated KAZE feature is applied in the proposed system for keypoint detection and for computing resulting in the generation of the descriptor. In the estimation, the location information from the previous step and the estimated position one frame ahead are used. Using the estimated result and computed descriptor, the proposed system matches the nearest keypoint between the estimated keypoint detected from the previous floor image and the keypoint detected from the next floor image at the beginning. The Hamming distance is employed in the proposed system to evaluate the matching. If the Hamming distance is longer than a threshold, the proposed system tries to match from the 2nd nearest keypoint. Based on an experiment in which the measurement distance and computation time are investigated, the effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the estimation of self-localization in an autonomous robot, there is a requirement to measure the two-dimensional movement. The measurement method includes the use of collected odometry wheel data by using a rotary encoder. From odometry wheel data, the movement can be determined based on the quantity of rotation of the right and left wheels. However, it is thought that an error occurs in the movement because of the changes in wheel diameters that arises as dirt attaches to the wheel due to the influence of the wheel sliding [1] and contact with the floor. Hence, without using the odometry wheel data, a selflocalization method using the captured images is proposed. The self-localization method using captured images of an autonomous robot includes the use of the template matching method and the use of keypoints. Currently, some examples
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chessboard is required to be placed on the floor, the method is difficult to apply in the field. In the studies of Chen, Raul, Stephen, Brian, Kurt, Timothy, Christian, Mikael, and Julian, landmarks such as a building or structure are photographed; then, keypoints are extracted from the corners or edges of landmarks' area using descriptors such as SIFT, SURF, FAST or ORB. The features of an image are extracted from the image using a descriptor [10] - [19] . However, the descriptor-matching method may lose the keypoints detected from the landmarks if sight of the landmark is lost, which could be affected by illumination. Therefore, based on our previous study [20] , a self-localization method using feature points extracted from floor images by accelerated KAZE features (AKAZE) is proposed for movement prediction. As a method of feature point matching, the position after the movement of the feature point before movement is predicted from the movement result of the previous frame. Then, the feature points extracted from the image after the movement closest to the predicted position are associated with each other. By this method, the processing time of the self-localization has been decreased compared with the case where the feature point extraction and the feature amount description are used for the brute-force matching of the floor images before and after the movement. However, when a movement model with acceleration and deceleration is applied, it correlates with a feature point that should not be associated, resulting in the error of the measurement distance becoming large.
To solve this problem, a self-location method based on floor images considering AKAZE feature quantities and movement prediction is proposed. In the proposed method, matching according to feature quantities is implemented, which predicts the position of the moved floor image that the feature point extracted from the floor image before the movement to the current frame from the movement result of the immediately preceding frame. Based on the prediction result, the matching is calculated using the feature quantities described in the feature points extracted from the floor image before movement and the feature amount described in the feature point extracted from the floor image after the movement closest to the predicted position of the predicted after movement feature point. In this paper, we propose the visual odometry method to reduce computational cost compared with feature quantity matching using the brute force method.
In this paper, the proposed system is introduced in Sect. 2. The evaluation of the proposed method is given in Sect. 3. The paper is concluded in Sect. 4 with the summary and a discussion of future work.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A. SYSTEM SUMMARY For the estimation of movement, a monocular camera pointed perpendicularly toward the floor is installed. First, when the camera attached to the robot moves along the direction of the X axis parallel to the floor as shown in Fig. 1 , the proposed system captures floor images continuously. Next, the proposed system detects keypoints extracted from the continuously captured two frames. Most keypoints detected from the floor are visible as an original vein and scratches. For the detection from each keypoint, accelerated KAZE features (AKAZE) proposed by Pablo [21] with the ability to detect descriptor robust to rotation and changing illumination is used. Then, the keypoints of the captured two frames are matched and the corresponding keypoints between the frames are estimated. The approach to increase the efficiency of matching is explained in detail in section 2.2. As shown in Fig. 1 , when the camera faces perpendicularly toward the floor, the height between the floor and the camera is expressed as d, 1/2 angle of the camera view, when the number of pixels in the x direction of the imaging sensor is w, and when the interest point (x f , y f ) is moved to (x f +1 , f +1 ), the x and y movement quantities are v f +1 x and v f +1 y , respectively, and their relations can be express as follows.
The proposed system measurement distance from floor images captured at the previous position and current position that it moved to following the directions from previous position. The proposed system measures distance by using the distance between the floor and CCD camera and matched each keypoint detected from captured pictures.
B. AKAZE FEATURE MATCHING WITH ESTIMATION METHOD
In this paper, to increase the efficiency of the keypoint matching of the image before and after movement from the captured previous frame and current frame, the movement quantity is estimated. Then, the coordinates of each keypoint movement are estimated.
From the descriptor matching of the captured images before and after movement, the calculation cost can be reduced by matching the keypoints on the predicted keypoints with the nearest keypoint of the next frame. The flowchart of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 2 . Based on the keypoints determined before the movement, the position of the keypoints on the image after the movement is predicted. First, the floor image before and after the movement is captured using a monocular CCD camera positioned perpendicular to FIGURE 2. Flowchart of proposed system. The proposed system has four steps. First, floor images captured at the current position and at the next position were detected keypoints and computed descriptors from accelerated KAZE features (AKAZE). Second, keypoints were matched by using Hamming distance and result of estimation. Third, the proposed method measures the distance from the result of the match. Finally, the proposed system estimates next position of the keypoint from the measured distance.
the floor. Next, the extraction of the keypoints and the target of the descriptor are computed using the AKAZE method. The captured floor image is shown in Fig. 3 , and the distribution of the keypoints extracted from the floor image is shown in Fig. 4 . the keypoints are mainly from stains; the original vein is extracted, and the descriptor is then determined from the keypoints. Fig. 5 shows the results of feature matching in the proposed method. The proposed feature matching is shown in Fig. 6 with details. Based on the data acquired before, using the before and after movement descriptor points, the keypoints of the image are determined. The star symbol indicates one of the keypoints of interest extracted using AKAZE in the current floor image. The square symbol indicates the estimated position of keypoint predicted after the movement at current floor image. The prediction is made FIGURE 3. Floor image captured by using a CCD camera. The CCD camera was installed 100 mm above the floor. Furthermore, the camera was covered with a light shielding plate. Two LEDs lights were installed 3 mm above the floor, illuminating toward the center of the image parallel to floor. assuming that the result of the self-localization performed in the previous frame will be the same in the next frame. The circle symbol with the number written shows the feature FIGURE 6. Matching algorithm for proposed system. For the matching, the proposed system has 3 steps. First, the estimated position was predicted by using the result of measurement distance from previous frame. Second, keypoint of interest detected from current floor image was matched to the nearest keypoint, which was measured between the estimated position of interest keypoint and keypoints which were detected from the next floor image. The proposed system decides the interest keypoint and the nearest keypoints to serve as paired keypoints from the Hamming distance. points extracted from the floor image after movement using AKAZE. Here, the numbers sequentially show which feature points are close to the predicted point. For proposed feature quantity matching, from the keypoint extracted from the target point of the previous frame, the nearest movement position of the attention point is estimated, and the keypoints of the next frame are found sequentially. Next, from the ascertained keypoints and the estimated keypoints, the Hamming distance of their descriptor is calculated. Finally, a threshold is applied on the calculation result and the keypoints of the after-movement frame is determined. When the calculation does not meet the applied threshold, the next nearest Hamming distance of the descriptor is calculated and used as the current threshold. Moreover, from the result of matched keypoints obtained before and after movement, the incorrectly matched data is reduced by using standard deviation. The result of the matched keypoints is shown in Fig. 5 . The keypoints acquired from the correspondence result are then used to estimate the current position. From the result of the estimated current position, the keypoints of the current frame are extracted as the possible coordinates of the next frame. For the movement position, the descriptor of the next frame determined from the descriptor of the current and previous frame is used.
The estimation of the descriptor of the current frame and next frame can be acquired when the camera capturing the image of the floor is under inertia; the camera moves gently parallel to the floor and when the frame rate is sufficiently fast. Observing from the X-axis, Y-axis, one frame before, current frame and the next frame, the camera recognizes the common aspects of the local feature. Correspondingly, when the local features position of the current frame is defined as x (f ) , y (f ) , the movement quantity of the current frame and the frame before in the X-axis and the Y-axis are v (f )
x and v (f ) y respectively, and when the angle of rotation during the rotary motion is defined as θ (f ) , the keypoint's movement position of X-axis and Y-axis, x (f +1) and y (f +1) can be calculated from equation (2) .
In this study, as the experiment only evaluates on the X-axis, the keypoint's movement position can be calculated using equation (3) .
C. REMOVING INCORRECTLY RELATED KEYPOINTS
The proposed method sometimes corresponds to incorrect keypoints because some current frame keypoints may be absent in the next frame if the lighting has changed. Those incorrectly related points affected the measurement results. The proposed method uses standard deviation to remove incorrectly related points. First, calculate all X-axis and Yaxis movement using all related points from the current and next frame. Second, calculate the mean and standard deviation from all X-axis and Y-axis movement. Third, the average of X or Y-axis movement is defined as a m , standard deviation of X or Y-axis as s m and the measured movement using one related point as m. The proposed method can detect the correct related point from the following threshold of a m − s m m a m + s m . Finally, the average of X or Y-axis movement is defined as a n , standard deviation of X or Y-axis as s n and measured movement using one related point as n, and the proposed method can detect correct related point again from the following threshold of a n − s n n a n + s n . By doing so, the precision of the measurement result can be enhanced.
III. EVALUATION EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND METHOD
As shown in Fig. 7 , for the experiment setup, STC-SB32POEHS (produced by OMRON SENTECH) was used for the CCD camera to capture the floor images. The size of the image is 648 × 494 pixels. In addition, MV-0614N (produced by NS-Lighting) was used for the lens is installed to CCD camera. The camera was installed facing downwards 100 mm vertically toward the floor. The proposed system covered with light shielding plate was installed with a 3-mm gap from the floor to avoid ambient light, which affects the captured images. For the illumination of floors and capturing original vein and scratches from the floor, two OPB-20015W2 (produced by OPTEX FA) were installed on both sides of the cover, near and parallel to the floor of the proposed system. P-72 (produced by TAJIMA ROOFING) was used as the observing object. In addition, linear guide was used for the proposed system to move linearly. The proposed system computes self-localization by using a PC (Intel Core Results of computation time were measured using the proposed method. For the computation time, the proposed system was tested by using equal speed model 100 times. Furthermore, the proposed method was tested by using 2 accelerate models. Every accelerate model was tested 190 times. Fig. 8 shows the average of computation time.
i7 7700K was used). For measuring the ground truth, a wire encoder (MLS-50-1080C-2000, produced by MICROTECH LABORATORY) was used. In the experiment, a comparison of the accuracy of self-localization and the processing time involved in matching was performed by the conventional method of comparing feature quantities with brute-force and by comparing the feature quantities in moving prediction and the proposed method of determining the order of feature matching. The true value was a measurement value obtained by the wire encoder. Therefore, a total of 200 floor images were captured with the wire encoder measuring 1 mm in the X-axis direction in advance using the proposed system. Using these images, we created one movement model of constant velocity motion and two movement models of acceleration and deceleration movement. The following three movement models are shown.
I) 100 mm by uniform speed model, 4 mm interval per frame II) 10 mm by gain 1.25, sigmoid function model III) 10 mm by gain 1.75, sigmoid function model experiments were conducted while changing the image of the starting point of self-localization based on the three movement models. In the constant velocity movement model, a total of 100 image sets were created, and the proposed method of self-localization experiment was performed. In addition, in the movement model based on the sigmoid function that performs acceleration and deceleration, a total of 190 image sets were created and investigated by experiments. To compare processing time in matching, the processing time from the start to the end of the matching process was measured, and the average of the measurement time for the conventional method and the proposed method were calculated.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND STUDY
The results of measurement for each model are shown in Fig. 8(a) to (c). The measurement time and standard deviation for each model are shown in Fig. 9(a) to (c). According to Fig. 8(a) to (c), both results of measurement distance are follow-ups to ground truth. In addition, according to Fig. 9(a) to (c), both results of computation time tried using the proposed method are faster than those tried by current method. As a result, the effectiveness of the proposed method is suggested.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a visual odometry method using AKAZE features with an estimate matching method was proposed. To estimate self-localization, the measurement of 2-D motion is necessary and important in various applications. For the measurement method, a contact system and noncontact system were proposed. The contact system measures self-localization by using a wheel encoder. As noncontact systems, methods using template matching or descriptors were proposed. However, these methods involve a high cost in estimation or are non-robust to illumination changing. To reduce computation time for the descriptor matching method, using the AKAZE method, which is robust to rotation imaging and illuminate changing, along with estimate descriptor matching method was proposed. In the realization of descriptor matching, brute-force matching was applied in the conventional method. In the proposed method, descriptor matching with movement estimation is used. This method estimates the position of the camera in the next frame by using movement during the previous and current frame. First, the proposed method searches the nearest point to target the keypoint's estimated position from keypoints detected in the next frame image. Second, the proposed system calculates the Hamming distance between the near keypoint's descriptor and target keypoint's descriptor. Third, for the matching, the system checks if Hamming distance is shorter than a threshold. Fourth, the system decides to match the detected keypoint and target keypoint or search for the next nearest point from the target keypoint. Finally, the proposed system calculates the distance between matched keypoints by using the standard deviation twice.
In the evaluation study, measurement distance and matching time were evaluated using the existing method and the proposed method. According to the experimental result, both results of measurement distance are the same with the ground truth. The proposed method works with high efficiency shows faster matching speed than the existing method.
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